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SMOKLER TRUESDELL HOMEOWNERS’ ASSOCIATION 

ALTERNATE WEBMASTER RESPONSIBILITIES 

Qualifications and responsibilities for the position of alternate webmaster include:  

1. While it’s preferred the alternate webmaster is a member of the Smokler Truesdell Association it is 

not a requirement.  

2. The alternate webmaster performs minimal website updates ONLY when the webmaster 

PERMAMENTLY leaves the position of webmaster and until a new permanent webmaster is 

found.  The alternate webmaster is not meant to fill in when the webmaster takes a vacation or 

other temporary absences.  

3. Be in partnership with the association board in communication and limited maintenance of website.  

4. Maintain knowledge of the HOA website’s administrative and webmaster contact information.  

Update when required to assume website administrative and webmaster duties.  

5. Administer the HOA domain and ensure it does not lapse.  

6. Administer the HOA server account and ensure it does not lapse.  

7. Have a good understanding of Microsoft Word, computer file systems and performing email tasks.  

8. Maintain software provided to update and publish the website or use similar software familiar to 

the alternate webmaster.  Maintenance will NOT necessarily involve writing website code 

(e.g., html, php, etc.). 

9. Perform and publish text updates to existing webpages.  

10. Convert Word or Excel files received from board members or the Property Manager into pdf 

format.  Import the files into the on-line website and publish the files to the website.  

11. Send mass emailings to HOA reminding them of upcoming events or when website updates are 

performed.  Maintain the ability to provide mass emailings to HOA members using the existing 

Parkwood.Estates.Webmaster@gmail.com email address and MailJet or other suitable outgoing 

mail server.  An Excel file will be provided to concatenate email addressed for this purpose.  

12. Post information in mailings on the association Facebook page.  

13. Review the HOA Personal Info Database for errors (i.e., flag says email but no email address is 

available) used to determine emailing versus paper distribution of newsletters.  Provide a listing of 

email versus paper newsletter distribution for use by the newsletter editor.  An Excel file will be 

provided to help accomplish this.  

14. Copies of this procedure shall be maintained as described in Creation, Approval and Amendment of 

Board Procedures and Responsibilities.  

15. Notification and availability of this board procedure shall be done in accordance with Creation, 

Approval and Amendment of Board Procedures Responsibilities.  
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